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Customer Feature
The FM now assumes that error "358" from RF means the user has been blocked by patient.
[ RENO-14661 (Bug 173420), Resolved, Bug 173420: FM throws error message 358 on blocked doctor, but according to RENO14039, blocking a healthcare professional, ends in an apprec message 391 ]

Feature
In the prescription view, when more than one reply from "Helfo" for opioids is available and all maximum
daily dosing values are denoted using the "orale morfinekvivalenter" unit then the highest value will be
displayed in the prescriptions window at the bottom, but above the "Refusjon" items.
[ RENO-14667, Resolved, As a prescriber, I only want to see max. daily dose from Helfo replies if specified in unit "morphine
equivalents" ]

Customer Defect
When undoing a stop proposal on an imported prescription it no longer gets undone all the way to "Andre
forskrivninger"
[ RENO-14663 (Bug 173457), Resolved, Bug 173457: Undoing the draft (seponering-) removes it from LIB ]

When the date for automatic consent is past, the user should no longer be required to check any consent
boxes before manual RF query.
[ RENO-14660 (Bug 173417), Resolved, Bug 173417: New patient must confirm "samtykke" before doing a manually RF-lookup
]

Printing "LIB til PLO" for patients with "fastlege" that doesn't hava a "her-id" for an institution, should no
longer result in an exception.
[ RENO-14654 (Bug 173094), Resolved, Bug 173094: Error message when printing "Skriv ut LIB til PLO" and "Skriv ut etikett.." ]

Defect
Notification to a report user on "LIB" changes now says "LIB" not "VIB"
[ RENO-14655, Resolved, Changing the text in the notification popup for changed LIB ]

Reimbursement basis 3a and 3b for opioids are now shown under reimbursement basis 3.
[ RENO-14630, Resolved, Valid HELFO applications for §3a and §3b opioid medications are not showing in refusjon list in S.15 ]

The "kodeverk" style sheet has been updated fixing the display of newer "kodeverk" strings.
[ RENO-14471, Resolved, M2 stylesheet sometimes shows string and code concatenated ]

